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Abstract: The rapid development of China’s manufacturing industry has brought about environ-
mental problems that have aroused people’s attention to improving carbon emission efficiency
and reducing carbon emissions. In this paper, 13 prefecture-level cities in Hunan Province from
2010 to 2020 were selected as research samples, and the coupling coordination degree model and
super-efficiency slacks-based measure (SBM) model were used to calculate the level of integration of
“two industries” (manufacturing and producer services, short for “TI”) and the efficiency of carbon
emissions. Then, hypotheses are established: The integration of TI can promote the improvement of
carbon emission efficiency; The integration of TI promotes technological innovation; Technological
innovation can promote carbon emission efficiency; Technological innovation is an intermediary in
integrating TI affecting carbon emission efficiency. By using the fixed effect model and the mediation
effect test method, we empirically analyze the influence of the integration of TI on carbon emission
efficiency and the mediating role of technological innovation in this process. The conclusions are
as follows: the integration of TI has a significant promoting effect on carbon emission efficiency;
The integration of TI improves carbon emission efficiency by promoting technological innovation,
and technological innovation bears part of the intermediary effect in the process of the impact of
the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency. The policy implications for improving carbon
emission efficiency are proposed based on the research results.

Keywords: carbon emission efficiency; the integration of manufacturing and producer service;
technological innovation; intermediary effect; environmental management

1. Introduction

Carbon emission efficiency means achieving economic growth with less energy con-
sumption [1]. With the rapid development of China’s manufacturing industry, energy
consumption continues to increase, resulting in excessive CO2 emissions [2]. Since imple-
menting China’s reform and opening-up policy, the manufacturing industry has developed
rapidly and gradually become an essential pillar of China’s national economy. According
to the data from China’s National Bureau of Statistics, the total value added to China’s
manufacturing industry in 2021 will be 31.4 trillion yuan, accounting for 27.4% of China’s
gross domestic product (GDP) and nearly 30% of the world’s total [3]. However, China’s
manufacturing industry is primarily traditional, with high energy consumption, pollution,
and high emissions. The issue of “low technology content and strong substitution” is a
major contributor to the excessive growth of carbon emissions. To deal with the rapid
increase in carbon emissions, the Chinese government proposed the “double carbon” goal
for the first time at the United Nations General Assembly in 2020: to achieve a carbon
peak in 2030 and carbon neutrality in 2060. Improving carbon emission efficiency is a
crucial way to achieve the “double carbon” goal while ensuring the healthy and sustainable
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development of the economy [4]. As the primary source of carbon emissions, the manufac-
turing industry has problems such as low carbon emission efficiency, and reducing carbon
emissions is conducive to realizing the “double carbon” goal [5]. Some scholars pointed
out that the integration of the manufacturing and productive service industries (starting
now referred to as the integration of the TI) is conducive to promoting the improvement
of carbon emission efficiency and promoting the development of industries towards low
carbon. Developing a new business form, mode, and path of coupling and symbiosis
between enterprises through innovative cooperation is called TI integration. We can guide
manufacturing enterprises to extend the service chain, promote service value-added, and
steer the manufacturing industry towards high-end, intelligent, green, and service-oriented
development. The above factors can result in deeper business connections, industrial chain
extensions, technology penetration, and more [6]. It is a critical way to achieve carbon emis-
sion reduction and improve carbon emission efficiency [7]. The new business form formed
by integrating TI will further stimulate technological innovation, promoting the in-depth
development of a joint technology development platform and standard key technologies,
thus impacting carbon emission efficiency. There are several advantages to studying the
mechanism of the influence of TI integration and technical innovation on carbon emission
efficiency in the context of accomplishing the objective of “dual carbon” and fostering
high-quality economic growth. For example, it is beneficial to explore an efficient technique
to increase carbon emission efficiency through technical innovation, as well as to eliminate
China’s crude production and indiscriminate development mode, which results in low
resource utilization efficiency and major environmental degradation. At the same time,
it has significant theoretical and practical value in accelerating green transformation and
upgrading industrial structure, building a green, low-carbon, and circular economic system,
and achieving the “dual carbon” aim.

Theoretically, deepening the integration of TI helps increase economic output
and reduce carbon emissions. However, the existing literature on the integration of
TI focuses on its level measurement [6,8], motivation analysis, and economic effect
research [9,10]—however, there are few works of literature on the ecological and en-
vironmental effects. The measurement of carbon emissions is also based on the total
amount of carbon emissions and the intensity of carbon emissions [11,12]. It fails to com-
prehensively reflect the efficiency relationship between carbon emissions and economic
output. Therefore, several issues need to be addressed, such as determining the impact
of integrating the TI on carbon emission efficiency and understanding how to improve
carbon emission efficiency through technological innovation. If these issues are resolved,
it will benefit regional industries’ green development. From 2010 to 2020, this paper uses
13 prefecture-level cities in Hunan Province as research samples. To assess the degree
of integration of regional TI and carbon emission efficiency, we employ the coupling
coordination degree model and the super-efficiency SBM model. In addition, a bench-
mark regression model and an intermediary function model are developed to investigate
the mechanism of integration, technological innovation, and carbon emission efficiency
between the two. The impact of TI integration on carbon emission efficiency has been
verified from multiple perspectives, as is the specific role of technological innovation in the
process of TI integration on carbon emission efficiency, and specific policy recommenda-
tions are made to further promote the integrated development of TI and improve carbon
emission efficiency.

In comparison to earlier research, the following contributions are made by this study:
First, from the perspective of research, the influence of TI integration on carbon emission
efficiency is explored from the standpoint of technological innovation. Technological inno-
vation is a major driving factor in encouraging the integrated growth of “the TI”, which
has a significant influence on promoting resource conservation and process optimization,
hence indirectly increasing carbon emission efficiency. Second, in terms of research content,
the multi-dimensional comprehensive measurement evaluates carbon emission efficiency
and the level of “TI”, and empirically tests the overall role, spatial differences, and me-
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diating effects of TI integration on carbon emission efficiency, which not only enriches
and expands the research scope of TI integration, but also seeks a new footnote for carbon
emission reduction issue. Finally, in terms of research methodologies, regression analysis is
used considerably in this study, as are robustness and heterogeneity testing. Meanwhile,
the intermediary effect model performs intermediate mechanism tests to clearly identify
the impact of TI integration on carbon emission efficiency, making the study findings
more believable.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 is the literature review, Sec-
tion 3 is the research hypothesis, Section 4 is the research design, Section 5 is empirical
results analysis, Section 6 introduces the discussion of the results, and Section 7 provides
conclusions, limitations, and future research directions.

2. Literature Review

It is of theoretical and practical significance to clarify the relationship between the
integration of “TI”, technological innovation, and carbon emission efficiency for China to
achieve the “double carbon” goal and promote high-quality economic development.

2.1. Integration of TI and Carbon Emission Efficiency

From the existing research, academia generally believes that manufacturing service
effectively reduces and improves carbon emission efficiency. Rothenberg studied the impact
of manufacturing services on the environment, believing that manufacturing services
can reduce resource consumption and environmental pollution by improving enterprise
productivity and resource utilization [13]. Zhu Shujin et al. studied the energy-saving effect
of China’s manufacturing service from the energy perspective [14]. They believed that
manufacturing services could effectively reduce carbon emissions through the technological
innovation effect, factor structure optimization effect, and scale expansion effect.

2.2. Integration of TI and Technological Innovation

Regarding the relationship between the integration of TI and technological innovation,
relevant scholars mainly hold two views. One view is that manufacturing service has
a significant role in promoting technological innovation. For example, LV et al. believe
that manufacturing service investment will promote product quality improvement by
strengthening the effect of technological innovation [15], thus enhancing the competitive-
ness of enterprises. Li found that the service of manufacturing input has a significant
positive impact on enterprise innovation decision-making, innovation input, and innova-
tion output [16]. Another point of view is that the impact of manufacturing services on
technological innovation varies. For example, Liu Weigang et al. discovered that while
China’s manufacturing service has a minor impact on technological innovation, modern
service investment significantly promotes [17].

Furthermore, few academics have investigated the direct impact of integrating TI
on technological innovation. Coreynen [18], for example, believes that integrating TI can
help optimize enterprises’ high-pollution production processes, reduce energy utilization
efficiency, and provide a solid foundation for improving green technology innovation.
Technological Innovation and carbon emission efficiency.

Regarding the relationship between technological innovation and carbon emission
efficiency, relevant scholars mainly hold four views. The first view is that improving
the technological innovation level can effectively promote improving carbon emission
efficiency. For example, Xu et al. discovered through research that green technology
innovation contributes advanced green manufacturing and clean energy technology to
developing a low-carbon economy and has a significant positive correlation with pilot cities’
carbon emission efficiency [19]. According to Liu et al. [20], scientific and technological
innovation and carbon emission efficiency have strong coordination and can positively
promote each other. Meanwhile, Li et al. discovered that technological progress and
technological efficiency growth help to improve energy carbon emission efficiency [21].
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The second point of view is that technological innovation limits carbon emission efficiency.
In hindsight, Hu et al. believe that technological progress has not entirely played a role in
restraining energy consumption and improving the efficiency of implicit carbon emissions
and has also widened the gap between the carbon emission efficiency levels of various
product sectors [22]; Zhang et al. found that the synergy of digital finance and technological
innovation has somewhat inhibited the carbon emission efficiency of surrounding cities [23].
The third view is that the impact of technological innovation on carbon emission efficiency is
heterogeneous. For example, Wang et al. found that the impact of technological innovation
on carbon emission efficiency is regional heterogeneity, and technological innovation has
an intermediate effect between FDI and carbon emission efficiency [4]. The fourth view is
that technological innovation will not significantly impact carbon emission efficiency. For
example, Han et al. found that technological progress does not significantly impact carbon
emission efficiency [24].

To sum up, the relevant research on the relationship between TI integration, techno-
logical innovation, and carbon emission efficiency mainly has the following characteristics:
First, in terms of the impact of TI integration on carbon emission efficiency, the relevant
research mainly focuses on the energy-saving and emission reduction effect of manufactur-
ing services, and few pieces of the literature directly analyze the impact of TI integration
on carbon emission efficiency. Second, as for the relationship between TI integration and
technological innovation, most research results show that TI integration can significantly
improve technological innovation. Third, most scholars believe that technological innova-
tion has the effect of reducing carbon emissions, but some scholars hold different opinions.
Fourth, most studies focus on the influencing factors of carbon emission efficiency at the
national or regional level, and there are few studies at the provincial level. Fifth, there is no
literature to integrate “TI”, technological innovation and carbon emission efficiency, into
the unified research framework.

3. Research Hypothesis

The integration of TI is an industrial symbiosis phenomenon. It is a phenomenon that
the relationship between the manufacturing industry and the productive service industry
in the input and use of various elements is gradually closed, cross-infiltrated, and finally
integrated, which is conducive to improving the utilization of resources and reducing waste
generation. Through sorting out the existing literature, it is found that integrating TI im-
pacts carbon emission efficiency mainly through four aspects—first, production efficiency
improvement effect. Manufacturers no longer undertake productive services with low
internal efficiency and specialization while integrating TI but instead outsource them to
professional, productive service providers with lower costs and higher efficiency. This
move is intended to reduce the input cost of intermediate services, reduce resource waste,
achieve higher expected output with the same or less resource input [25], and achieve effec-
tive carbon emission efficiency improvement. The second is the value-added effect. In the
efficient integration of the “TI”, the productive service industry, as the intermediate input
of the manufacturing industry, runs through the entire production process [26]. Its core
value activities support the manufacturing industry in optimising production processes,
changing development modes, and promoting the manufacturing industry chain to the top
of the food chain. Thus, further realization on improving manufacturing product value and
production efficiency [27], followed by improving regional carbon emission efficiency [28],
is in the works. Third, consider the impact of industrial agglomeration. Integrating the TI
makes the manufacturing and productive service industries realize collaborative agglomer-
ation in space [29]. The intermediate input cost of the manufacturing industry is further
reduced by the productive service industry’s learning effect, technology effect, and scale
effect [30,31]. This promotes the transformation and upgrading of the manufacturing
process and the improvement of green production and carbon emission efficiency [31].
Fourth, the upgrading effect of industrial structure. The “TI”, the manufacturing industry
at the bottom of the value chain with high pollution and energy consumption, and the
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production service sector with high added value, such as scientific research and develop-
ment, information transmission, and software development, are gradually modernizing.
In contrast, artificial intelligence and green technology can assist in reducing the amount
of energy required in the manufacturing process [32]. Based on this, this paper proposes
the following:

Hypothesis H1: The integration of TI can promote the improvement of carbon emission efficiency.

In the process of TI integration and interaction, the optimal allocation of human
resources, knowledge, technology, and other resources is conducive to improving techno-
logical innovation [33]. First, integrating TI will produce a knowledge spillover effect. After
the productive service industry with high-quality knowledge capital and human capital is
embedded in the manufacturing value chain, it brings direct technology spillover to the
manufacturing industry, which is conducive to promoting the innovative development
of the manufacturing industry [34]. Secondly, integrating TI will produce a competitive
incentive effect. Integrating the TI lowers the original barriers between industries, making
it easier for new businesses to enter. This would increase competition among businesses,
which has a strong incentive effect, forcing businesses to innovate to survive continu-
ously [6]. Finally, integrating TI will produce economies of scale. In outsourcing, the
productive service link is separated from the manufacturing link, making the productive
service industry an intermediate input factor. The social specialization division is further
deepened, creating conditions for the formation of economies of scale.

On the one hand, economies of scale can reduce the manufacturing industry’s pro-
duction and transaction costs, raise more funds for innovation activities, and increase
investment in technological innovation. On the other hand, manufacturing enterprises
outsource their non-core businesses and use excellent external professional resources to
focus more on core R&D activities with high added value, which is conducive to future
growth. Based on this, this paper proposes the following:

Hypothesis H2: The integration of TI promotes technological innovation.

Technological innovation is the fundamental way to improve carbon emission effi-
ciency and can promote the low-carbon process from different perspectives, such as energy
utilization and new energy development [35]. First, technological innovation can provide
technical support for developing and utilizing new energy. Fossil energy consumption
releases a large amount of carbon dioxide, the primary source of carbon emissions. The
development of cleaner and green new energy can replace fossil energy, reduce fossil energy
consumption, and thus reduce carbon emissions [2]. However, the development process
of new energy cannot be separated from the accumulation of advanced technology and
relevant knowledge, so technological innovation can improve carbon emission efficiency by
promoting the development of new energy. Secondly, technological innovation is conducive
to improving energy efficiency and maximizing the utility of energy input [36]. Through
the research and development of environmental protection technology, cycle counting, and
carbon emission monitoring technology, technological innovation makes input factors such
as labor, capital, and energy change year on year with the substitution of factors. Therefore,
energy consumption per unit product of the industrial sector is reduced, carbon emissions
are reduced, and regional carbon productivity is improved, thereby improving carbon
emission efficiency [21]. Based on this, this paper proposes the following:

Hypothesis H3: Technological innovation can promote carbon emission efficiency.

It can be seen from the above analysis that the integration of TI has an important impact
on technological innovation through the knowledge spillover effect, competition incentive
effect, and scale effect. Technological innovation can alleviate the technical problems related
to the development, storage, and transportation of new energy, promote the development
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and utilization of new energy, stimulate the upgrading of energy consumption structure,
and reduce carbon emissions. Simultaneously, it can promote the rapid development of
advanced environmental protection technology and the increased use of environmental
protection materials and pollution monitoring equipment, further reducing fossil energy
consumption and strengthening environmental monitoring to reduce the intensity of carbon
emissions and promote the improvement of carbon emission efficiency. Based on this, this
paper proposes the following:

Hypothesis H4: Technological innovation is an intermediary in integrating TI, affecting carbon
emission efficiency.

Based on the theoretical analysis presented above, this paper proposes that the inte-
gration of TI and technological innovation has a significant impact on carbon emission
efficiency and that technological innovation serves as an intermediary between the integra-
tion of TI and carbon emission efficiency. Figure 1 depicts a speculative research model
based on this foundation.
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Figure 1. The theoretical model of the integration of TI affecting carbon emission efficiency.

4. Research Design
4.1. Data Sources

This paper selects the panel data of 13 prefecture-level cities in Hunan Province from
2010 to 2020, except for Xiangxi Prefecture, which has many missing values. This paper de-
fines the scope of productive services using the Industrial Classification of China’s National
Economy. Those productive services are wholesale and retail, transportation, warehousing,
postal services, information transmission, software and information technology, finance,
leasing, business services, real estate, scientific research, and technical services. At the same
time, the scope of the manufacturing industry covering industries is defined as C13-C37
and C39-C41 by the National Standard for Industry Classification. The rest of the data are
from the China Energy Statistical Yearbook, the China Urban Statistical Yearbook, and the Hunan
Provincial Statistical Yearbook. In order to eliminate the impact of price factors, various
monetary indicators are deflated in 2010 as the base period, and the existing individual
missing values are processed by linear interpolation [37].
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4.2. Measurement Model Setting

This paper mainly studies the impact of the integration of TI in Hunan Province on
carbon emission efficiency. Therefore, the integration level and carbon emission efficiency
of the TI in Hunan Province are taken as the core variables of the benchmark regression
model. At the same time, in order to further investigate the impact of other factors on
carbon emission efficiency and reduce the bias caused by missing variables, economic
development level, urbanization level, foreign direct investment, trade openness, and
government intervention are taken as the control variables of the benchmark model. The
benchmark regression model constructed in this paper is as follows:

CRSit = γ1converit + γ2 patit + γ3Xit + εit

Among them, i (i = 1, 2, . . ., 13) means 13 prefecture-level cities in Hunan Province, t
indicates the time, CRS represents carbon emission efficiency, conver indicates the level of
integration of “TI”, pat on behalf of technological innovation, X it refers to control variables,
including economic development level, urbanization level, foreign direct investment, trade
openness, and government intervention, ε indicates the residual item.

4.3. Variable Definition

Variable explained: carbon emission efficiency (CRS). This paper employs the super-
efficiency SBM model, with the labor force, capital stock, and total energy consumption as
input variables and regional GDP and carbon emissions as desirable outputs and undesir-
able outputs, respectively. Carbon emission efficiency measurement of all cities in Hunan
from 2010 to 2020 are calculated using Stata software, and the measurement indicators
are selected as follows: (1) labor force: measured by the number of employees at the end
of each year; (2) Capital stock: Refer to ZHANG’s study and use the perpetual inventory
method [38], the calculation formula is: Kit = Kit−1(1− δit) + Iit, of which, Kit express i city
No t initial capital stock, Ki0 by dividing the total fixed asset formation in 2010 by the aver-
age annual growth rate of 22.15% and the depreciation rate δit 9.6%, Iit express i city No t
the actual total fixed asset formation in 2010 as the base period; (3) The energy consumption
index is explained by the total energy consumption of each city; (4) The desirable output is
the regional gross domestic product after the adjustment based on the GDP price index in
2010; (5) The calculation method of carbon emissions from undesirable output is based on
the research of Ren et al. [39]. The calculation formula is: Ct = ξ1Q1t + ξ2Q2t + ξ3(κ ×Q3t),
of which, Ct indicates the number of t total carbon emissions in, Q1t, Q2t, Q3t respectively
represents the city’s No t annual consumption of natural gas and liquefied petroleum
gas and electricity consumption of the whole society, κ is the proportion of coal elec-
tricity in total power generation. ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 they are the carbon emission coefficients of
2.1622 kgCO2/m3 for natural gas, 3.1013 kgCO2/kg for liquefied petroleum gas and
1.32033 kg/(kW. h) for coal–electric fuel. The carbon emission coefficients come from the
research of relevant scholars [39].

Explanatory variable: the level of integration of TI. Using Zhang Hu and other schol-
ars [40] and Peng and other scholars [25] for reference to establish an evaluation index
system for the integrated development level of TI (as shown in Table 1). The system in-
cludes four first-level indicators: (1) Establishing industry scale indicators in accordance
with industrial development criteria. Labor costs in China are steadily growing as a result
of factors such as sluggish population growth and dwindling labor availability. The rise in
labor costs has resulted in a relative decrease in the price of intelligent and digital equip-
ment, prompting manufacturing firms to increase investment in production factors such
as information technology in the production chain, transforming towards digitalisation
and servitisation, and forging a new path for efficient and low-carbon development. As
a consequence, unambiguous indications in terms of employee numbers and fixed asset
investment are offered in response to the features of industrial growth. (2) Developing
economic efficiency indicators in accordance with economic development requirements.
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The boundaries between manufacturing and production services are gradually being bro-
ken down as a result of technological change and business model innovation, with the
manufacturing industry gradually becoming service-oriented in its production processes
and the service industry taking advantage of the extension of the industrial chain to in-
tegrate deeply with the manufacturing industry, increasing production efficiency while
reducing costs and carbon emissions, and increasing productivity. As a result, certain
objectives for economic development requirements in terms of GDP and retail sales are
established. (3) Development potential indicators are calculated based on social develop-
ment requirements. At the moment, the manufacturing industry is experiencing a labor
supply and demand mismatch, with a scarcity of highly qualified employees in manu-
facturing firms coexisting with a growth in the number of employed personnel absorbed
by the service industry. Cross-integration of the service industry into the value chain of
advanced manufacturing firms is an efficient solution to overcome the labor supply and
demand paradox and promote green and low-carbon societal development. As a result,
clear indicators in terms of job absorption rate and other elements are provided, taking into
consideration the needs of social development. (4) Developing environmental impact indi-
cators in accordance with environmental protection requirements. Controlling greenhouse
gas emissions can successfully reduce emissions of other environmental pollutants and
lower the total cost of emission reduction for society as a whole. 2022 The “Implementation
Plan for Reducing Pollution and Reducing Carbon Synergy” proposed by China believes
that decreasing pollution and lowering carbon synergy is the essential road to tackling the
pollution problem and achieving high-quality development. As a result, specific targets for
SO2 emissions and wastewater emissions have been proposed in response to environmental
protection standards.

Table 1. Variable definition summary.

Variable Properties Variable Name Symbol Calculation Method

Variable explained carbon emission efficiency CRS Calculation of Super Efficiency SBM Model
Explanatory variable the level of integration of TI conver Calculation of coupling coordination degree model
Intermediary variable technological innovation pat Number of patent applications

Control variables

the level of economic
development GDP Per capita GDP

the urbanization level urb The proportion of urban population to the total
population

foreign direct investment FDI Actual utilization of foreign investment based on 2010
trade openness open Ratio of total import and export trade to regional GDP

Government intervention gov The proportion of general government revenue to GDP

Intermediary variable: technological innovation (pat). Referring to the research of
most scholars and considering the availability of data, this paper takes the number of patent
applications as a measure of technological innovation and logarithmic processing.

Control variables: The ratio of each city’s GDP to the number of employees per unit
explains the level of economic development (GDP). The permanent urban to permanent
regional population ratio is used to calculate the urbanization level (urb). Foreign capital for
foreign direct investment (FDI) is converted using the annual average exchange rate—open
trade as measured by total import and export trade concerning regional GDP. Government
intervention (gov), the degree of government intervention, will also impact regional carbon
emissions, as explained by the proportion of expenditure in the general budget of local
finance to GDP.

All variable definitions are summarized in Table 1.
To avoid a situation in which using raw data directly results in a deviation in the

calculation of its weight, this paper uses the normalization method to standardize the
number of each index. Then, for each comprehensive development level of the subsystem,
the integration level of TI in Hunan Province from 2010 to 2020 is calculated using the
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coupling coordination model. Measurement indicators of integration level of TI are shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Measurement indicators of integration level of TI.

Industry First-Level
Indicators Secondary Indicators Measuring Method

manufacturing

Industrial scale

Manufacturing employment Total employment of the manufacturing
industry at the end of the year

Fixed assets per capita in the
manufacturing industry

Total fixed assets
investment/manufacturing employment

The proportion of manufacturing
employment

Manufacturing employment/secondary
industry employment

economic
performance

Per capita GDP of the manufacturing
industry GDP/manufacturing employment

Per capita retail sales of social consumer
goods in the manufacturing industry

Total retail sales of consumer
goods/manufacturing employment

Per capita wage of the manufacturing
industry Total wages/manufacturing employment

development
potential

Loan balance per capita in the
manufacturing industry

Balance of loans from financial
institutions at the end of the

year/manufacturing employment

Employment absorption rate
(Manufacturing employment in the

current year/manufacturing employment
in the previous year − 1) * 100%

environmental
effect

Per capita SO2 emission of
manufacturing industry

Industrial SO2 emissions/manufacturing
employment

Per capita wastewater discharge of the
manufacturing industry

Industrial wastewater
discharge/manufacturing employment

Productive services

Industrial scale

Employment in productive services Total employment in productive services
Per capita fixed assets of productive

services
Total fixed assets investment/number of

employees in productive services

The proportion of employment in
productive services

Employment in the productive service
industry/employment in the secondary

industry

economic
performance

Per capita GDP of productive services GDP/employment in productive services

Per capita retail sales of social consumer
goods in productive services

Total retail sales of consumer
goods/employment in productive

services

Per capita wage of productive services Total wages/employment in productive
services

development
potential

Per capita loan balance of
productive services

Balance of loans from financial
institutions at the end of the

year/employment in productive services

Employment absorption rate

(Number of employment in productive
services in the current year/number of

employment in productive services in the
previous year − 1) * 100%

environmental
effect

Per capita SO2 emissions of
productive services

Industrial SO2 emissions/employment in
productive services

Per capita wastewater discharge of
productive services

Industrial wastewater
discharge/employment in productive

services
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5. Empirical Results
5.1. Descriptive Statistics of Variables

A total of 130 sample data were studied in this paper. For better data comparison and
analysis, the variables in the table below are descriptive statistics before taking logarithms.
In order to eliminate the influence of heteroscedasticity and avoid the phenomenon of false
regression caused by the large trend of numerical changes between data due to units, the
following regression model uses logarithmized variables. As can be seen from Table 3, the
mean value of carbon emission efficiency is 0.679, the maximum value is 1.244, and the
minimum value is 0.292; the minimum value of the level of integration of the TI is 0.350,
and the maximum value is 0.931, which is a big difference.

Table 3. Results of descriptive statistics for variables.

Variable Name Symbol Sample
Size

Mean
Value

Standard
Deviation

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

carbon emission efficiency CRS 130 0.679 0.239 0.292 1.244
the level of integration of TI conver 130 0.633 0.136 0.350 0.931

technological innovation pat 130 1424 2254 2 13,013
the level of economic

development GDP 130 41,858 25,401 10,468 139,877

the urbanization level urb 130 0.502 0.101 0.328 0.796
foreign direct investment FDI 130 533.467 690.403 24,617 4,395,722

trade openness open 130 0.057 0.0418 0.00217 0.173
Government intervention gov 130 0.0676 0.0227 0.0340 0.161

5.2. Carbon Emission Efficiency Measurements

The traditional DEA model has certain limitations in measuring efficiency. On the
one hand, the output only includes desirable output without considering the significant
impact of undesirable output as a product of input transformation on efficiency. On the
other hand, the DEA model ignores the relaxation problem of input and output during
the calculation process, and its accuracy needs to be improved. Although the SBM model
effectively considers the undesirable output and input–output relaxation issues in the
efficiency measurement process, there are often multiple decision-making units that are
simultaneously effective in its calculation process, resulting in the inability to sort the results.
Therefore, this article regards the carbon emissions generated by energy consumption as
undesirable outputs and calculates the carbon emission efficiency of Hunan Province
through the super-efficiency SBM model. The super-efficiency SBM model is a model that
combines super-efficiency and SBM models, and it is a type of super-efficiency DEA model.
Compared with the general radial DEA model, this method not only effectively avoids
the problem of undesirable outputs and input–output relaxation in traditional efficiency
calculation methods but also sorts the calculation results, which is more conducive to
ensuring the accuracy of efficiency calculation and facilitating the analysis of measurement
results. Therefore, this paper uses the super-efficiency SBM model to build the carbon
emission efficiency calculation model of Hunan Province as follows:

First, set the production possibilities set:

P\(x0, y0) =
{
(x, y)

∣∣∣x ≥∑K
k=1, 6=0 λkxk, y ≤∑K

k=1, 6=0 λkxk, y ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0
}

Then, define the subset as

P\(x0, y0) = P\(x0, y0) ∩ {x ≥ x0 and y ≥ y0}

It is held only if set {x ≥ x0 and y ≥ y0} contains P\(x0, y0). When the input is made
and the output is obtained, the subset has valid values. In the linear programming model
of this paper, each city in Hunan Province is taken as a decision-making unit (DMU), and
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it is assumed that there are n DMU, m input indicators, r1 desirable output indicators,
r2 undesirable output indicators. x ∈ Rm, yd ∈ Rr1 , yu ∈ Rr2 ; X = [x1x2 . . . xn] ∈ Rm×n,
Yd =

[
yd

1yd
2 . . . yd

n ∈ Rr1×n
]
∈ Rr1×n, Yu =

[
yu

1 yu
2 . . . yu

n
]
∈ Rr2×n.

Finally, with reference to Tone’s practice [41], using the constant returns-to-scale
assumption, when a certain DMU is DEA efficient, it is both technically efficient and scale
efficient. Among them, technical efficiency means that the production is in the best state,
and the system can obtain the best output by using the existing input volume. Efficiency
of scale means that production is in a state of constant economies of scale; in this state,
input increases by N times and output also increases by N times. This method reduces
the influence of subjective factors to a certain extent and can conduct a comprehensive,
objective, and accurate comprehensive evaluation of carbon emission efficiency in Hunan
Province. Then, the super-efficiency SBM model considering undesirable output is defined
as follows:

ρ = min
1
m ∑m

i=1

(
x

xik

)
1

r1+r2
×
(

∑
r1
s=1 yd

yd
sk

+
∑

r2
q=1 yu

yu
qk

)


x ≥
n
∑

j=1, 6=k
λjxij, i = 1, 2, . . . , m

yd ≤
n
∑

j=1, 6=k
λjyd

sj, s = 1, 2, . . . , r1

yu ≤
n
∑

j=1, 6=k
λjyd

qj, q = 1, 2, . . . , r2

λj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, j 6= 0
x ≥ xi, k = 1, 2, . . . , m

yd ≤ yd
k , q = 1, 2, . . . , r1

yu ≤ yu
k , i = 1, 2, . . . , r2

Among them, x ≥ 0; ρ is carbon emission efficiency; n is the number of decision units;
m is input; r1 is the expected output; r2 is an undesirable output; x is an element of the input
matrix; yd is an element of the expected output matrix; yu is an element of the undesirable
output matrix.

In this paper, we use the super-efficient SBM model to measure through stata software
and obtain the results of carbon emission efficiency of 13 prefecture-level cities in Hunan
Province from 2010 to 2019, as shown in Table 4.

Overall, from 2010 to 2019, the carbon emission efficiency of eastern Hunan and
northern Hunan is in a state of change of first decline and then rise, southern Hunan is
in a state of first rise and then decline, and western Hunan and central Hunan are in the
fluctuating and rising state of carbon emission efficiency. The eastern part of Hunan is
Changsha; the main reason is that in 2010, the proportion of Changsha’s logistics industry
declined, which reduced the carbon emissions of the logistics industry, but in the following
years, the development of the logistics industry was more rapid, and the carbon emissions
increased substantially, and the corresponding carbon emissions efficiency was lower.
2016–2019 Changsha actively responded to the national strategy of energy conservation
and emission reduction, and the efficiency of the carbon emissions has been significantly
improved. The carbon emission efficiency of southern Hunan is in a depressed state, with a
peak in 2015–2016, and then in a declining state over time. The northern part of Hunan
benefits from the construction of the ecological chain of water resources in the Dongting
Lake region, and the carbon emission efficiency has been in a fluctuating upward state.
The western part of Hunan has a fragile ecosystem, which is easily damaged, so the carbon
emission efficiency has some fluctuations.
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Table 4. Carbon emission efficiency measurement results for 13 prefecture-level cities in Hunan
Province.

City 2010 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Mean

Eastern Hunan
Changsha 1.005 1.000 0.593 0.644 1.013 1.023 1.036 1.019 0.847
Zhuzhou 0.485 0.421 0.428 0.458 0.505 0.583 0.569 0.690 0.503
Xiangtan 0.330 0.343 0.292 0.329 0.335 0.599 0.586 0.611 0.411

Southern
Hunan

Hengyang 0.484 0.481 0.519 0.638 0.621 0.681 0.653 0.683 0.568
Yongzhou 0.506 0.596 0.667 1.017 1.052 0.632 0.645 0.696 0.682
Chenzhou 0.579 0.575 0.646 0.765 0.776 0.602 0.609 0.596 0.628

Northern
Hunan

Yueyang 0.502 0.545 0.587 0.406 0.702 0.825 1.010 0.825 0.649
Changde 1.234 1.150 1.151 1.124 1.100 1.099 1.116 1.095 1.148
Yiyang 0.580 0.553 0.602 0.796 0.823 0.689 0.708 0.692 0.655

Western Hunan
Zhangjiajie 0.521 0.545 0.603 0.683 0.709 0.793 0.770 0.659 0.631

Huaihua 0.532 0.717 1.047 1.034 1.030 0.636 0.624 0.635 0.748

Central Hunan
Shaoyang 1.063 1.008 1.005 1.088 1.004 0.528 0.518 0.614 0.897

Loudi 0.479 0.399 0.408 0.477 0.476 0.467 0.468 0.488 0.454

Mean

Eastern Hunan 0.607 0.588 0.438 0.477 0.618 0.735 0.730 0.773 0.621
Southern Hunan 0.523 0.551 0.611 0.807 0.816 0.638 0.636 0.658 0.655
Northern Hunan 0.772 0.749 0.780 0.775 0.875 0.871 0.945 0.871 0.830
Western Hunan 0.527 0.631 0.825 0.859 0.870 0.715 0.697 0.647 0.721
Central Hunan 0.771 0.704 0.707 0.783 0.740 0.498 0.493 0.551 0.656

5.3. Full-Sample Benchmark Regression

In order to determine the regression estimation method suitable for this paper, firstly,
the data is subject to the Hausman test. The test results show that the original hypothesis
is rejected at a 95% confidence interval, indicating that the fixed effect model is suitable
for regression. In order to ensure the robustness of the results, this part uses the stepwise
regression method to estimate the impact of the integration of TI on carbon emission
efficiency in Hunan Province [42]. Model 1 first only considers the impact of integrating
TI on carbon emission efficiency. Then, based on model 1, other variables are gradually
included to examine the impact of the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency in
Hunan Province under the influence of other factors, which are model 2 to model 7. The
results are shown in Table 5. It can be seen from the results that, without considering other
factors, the improvement of the integration level of TI in Hunan Province can significantly
promote the improvement of carbon emission efficiency. Furthermore, after introducing
control variables gradually, the promotion effect of the integration of TI on carbon emission
efficiency in Hunan Province still passes the test at the significance level of 1%. Therefore,
through the above empirical analysis, it is found that although the impact of the integration
of TI on carbon emission efficiency in various regions of Hunan Province fluctuates with
the addition of control variables for regression analysis, it still has a pronounced promoting
effect. After adding all control variables to the regression model, the empirical results show
that, with the other variables in the model unchanged, each time the integration level of TI
increases by 1%, the carbon emission efficiency will increase by about 4.22%. The above
results show that the theoretical hypothesis 1 proposed in the previous article is valid.

Furthermore, the regression results show that, in the 95% confidence interval, the
number of patent applications, as a measure of technological innovation, significantly
promotes carbon emission efficiency. This finding supports the previously proposed
theoretical hypothesis 3 and demonstrates the importance of technological innovation in
reducing carbon emissions. On the one hand, increased green technology innovation, such
as new energy and pollution control, reduces carbon dioxide emissions directly. On the
other hand, production technology innovation is conducive to optimizing the production
process. It simplifies the production process, improving operation efficiency and reducing
energy waste, hence allowing businesses to achieve higher output with the same energy
input. Promoting new technologies may, to some extent, result in enterprises using cleaner
energy to produce goods, thereby improving carbon emission efficiency.
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Table 5. Regression results of the impact of the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency.

Variable
Name

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

lnCRS lnCRS lnCRS lnCRS lnCRS lnCRS lnCRS

lnconver 0.382 ***
(0.087)

0.280 ***
(0.096)

0.277 ***
(0.098)

0.279 ***
(0.098)

0.351 ***
(0.110)

0.370 ***
(0.115)

0.422 ***
(0.113)

lnGDP 0.187 **
(0.080)

0.190 **
(0.082)

0.200 **
(0.084)

0.248 ***
(0.090)

0.256 ***
(0.091)

0.203 **
(0.091)

lnurb −0.071
(0.373)

−0.111
(0.377)

−0.163
(0.377)

−0.169
(0.379)

−0.299
(0.372)

lnFDI −0.033
(0.046)

−0.033
(0.046)

−0.032
(0.046)

−0.042
(0.045)

lnopen −0.067
(0.047)

−0.064
(0.047)

−0.073
(0.046)

lngov −0.031
(0.052)

−0.034
(0.050)

lnpat 0.202 ***
(0.076)

con −0.262 ***
(0.045)

−0.640 ***
(0.168)

0.066
(3.706)

0.425
(3.747)

1.748
(3.841)

1.666
(3.854)

3.735
(3.834)

N 130 130 130 130 130 130 130
r2 0.143 0.182 0.186 0.186 0.201 0.203 0.251

Note: ** and *** in the upper right corner of the value represent 0.05 and 0.01 Significant at the significance level.

5.4. Mediation Effect Test

Based on the previous assumptions 2, 3, and 4, technological innovation may play an
intermediary role in the impact of the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency. In
order to verify its authenticity, this paper constructs the following mediation effects model:

lnCRSit = β1lnconverit + β2lnZit + β3lnXit + εit

lnpatit = ϕ1lnconverit + ϕ2lnZit + ϕ3lnXit + εit

Carbon emission efficiency CRS is the explanatory variable, technological innovation
pat is the mediator variable, TI integration level conver is the explanatory variable, and at
the same time, the rest of the control variable Z is also used as the control variable of the
mediator variable model, and ε represents the residual term.

This paper uses the stepwise regression method to verify it. First, test whether inte-
grating TI significantly impacts carbon emission efficiency. If the correlation coefficient is
significant, then carry out the following test to test whether integrating the TI will signifi-
cantly impact technological innovation. If it passes the test, the final step will be carried out;
That is, the integration of TI and technological innovation are included in the same model
to test the impact of both on carbon emission efficiency. If both are significant, it indicates
a partial intermediary effect. If the integration of TI is not significant, but technological
innovation is significant, it indicates a complete intermediary effect. The results are shown
in Table 6.

It can be seen from the test results that when technological innovation is not added
to the regression model, the integration of TI can promote carbon emission efficiency at a
significant level of 1%, further supporting the establishment of hypothesis 1. The impact
of TI integration on technological innovation has been tested at the 5% significance level,
indicating that improving the integration level of TI can significantly promote technological
innovation. Hypothesis 2 is valid. Integrating TI has technological externalities such as
sharing, matching, and knowledge spillover, which is conducive to forming an innovation
environment with complementary and differential characteristics and the formation of
knowledge, technology, and information exchange networks, thus promoting technological
innovation. In addition, the integration level of TI and technological innovation significantly
positively affect carbon emission efficiency. However, the impact coefficient of TI integration
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on carbon emission efficiency has decreased compared with the previous, indicating that
technological innovation has assumed a part of the intermediary role in the process of
TI integration affecting carbon emission efficiency. Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 are
established. It shows that improving the integration level of TI can directly promote
the improvement of carbon emission efficiency and further improve it by stimulating
technological innovation.

Table 6. Test results of the intermediary effect of technological innovation.

Variable Name
Model 8 Model 9 Model 10

lnCRS lnpat lnCRS

lnconver 0.473 ***
(0.113)

0.249 **
(0.116)

0.422 ***
(0.113)

lnGDP −0.112
(0.369)

0.923 **
(0.379)

−0.299
(0.372)

lnurb −0.029
(0.045)

0.062
(0.047)

−0.042
(0.045)

lnFDI −0.039
(0.044)

0.165 ***
(0.046)

−0.073
(0.046)

lnopen −0.019
(0.051) 0.07(0.052) −0.034

(0.050)

lngov 0.239 ***
(0.076)

0.182 **
(0.078)

0.202 ***
(0.076)

lnpat 0.203 **
(0.091)

con 1.968
(3.819)

−8.692 **
(3.922)

3.735
(3.834)

N 130 130 130
r2 0.217 0.412 0.251

Note: ** and *** in the upper right corner of the value represent 0.05 and 0.01 Significant at the significance level.

5.5. Regional Heterogeneity Test

The industrial structure of different regions in Hunan Province is quite different,
and the level of TI integration development is unbalanced. Therefore, the impact of
TI integration development in different regions on carbon emission efficiency may be
heterogeneous. Therefore, according to the economic development and geographical
location, Hunan Province is divided into four regions: Changzhutan region (including
Changsha, Zhuzhou, and Xiangtan), Dongting Lake region (including Yueyang, Changde,
and Yiyang), southern Hunan region (including Hengyang, Chenzhou, and Yongzhou) and
western Hunan region (including Zhangjiajie, Huaihua, Shaoyang, and Loudi) for regional
heterogeneity test. The inspection results are shown in Table 7.

It can be seen from the results that the integration of TI in western Hunan, Changsha-
Zhuzhou-Xiangtan, and southern Hunan has a significant positive impact on carbon
emission efficiency, and technological innovation plays a part in its intermediary role.
However, the impact of the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency in Dongting
Lake has not passed the significance test, and the intermediary effect cannot be further
tested. Therefore, technological innovation has no intermediary effect in it. This difference
may be because western Hunan is dominated by the traditional manufacturing industry,
which is more vulnerable to the favorable impact of productive services, which plays a more
significant role in promoting. With a high level of economic development and an excellent
industrial and technological foundation, integrating the TI has produced a positive spillover
effect, thus promoting improved carbon emission efficiency. The economic development
level of southern Hunan lags behind that of the Chang–Zhu–Tan region. The proportion of
high-end productive services is not high, and the production process of the manufacturing
industry is complex. The integration of TI promotes the increase of production scale, which
may increase energy consumption to a certain extent and reduce the positive impact of
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the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency. However, the industrial structure of
the Dongting Lake region is dominated by the primary industry, and the development
foundation of the manufacturing industry is relatively weak. The impact of integrating TI
on carbon emission efficiency is insignificant.

Table 7. Regional heterogeneity test results.

Variable
Name

Western Hunan Southern Hunan Chang–Zhu–Tan Region Dongting
Lake Area

lnCRS lnpat lnCRS lnCRS lnpat lnCRS lnCRS lnpat lnCRS lnCRS

lnconver 0.531 ***
(0.169)

0.278 **
(0.130)

0.492 ***
(0.175)

0.451 ***
(0.144)

0.213 **
(0.099)

0.321 ***
(0.139)

0.418 ***
(0.133)

0.219 **
(0.102)

0.371 ***
(0.114)

zero point
five one eight

(0.520)

lnpat 0.203 **
(0.085)

0.194 **
(0.080)

0.189 **
(0.082)

control
variable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 0.375 * Yes Yes Yes Yes

con 10.112
(6.121)

0.671
(1.738)

11.340 *
(6.281)

−6.120
(11.065)

−8.747
(11.698)

−6.956
(11.430)

−1.000
(9.788)

−11.244
(9.412)

5.056
(20.131)

3.12
(21.733)

N 40 40 40 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
r2 0.416 0.927 0.432 0.642 0.715 0.646 0.263 0.866 0.401 0.305

Note: ** and *** in the upper right corner of the value represent 0.05 and 0.01 Significant at the significance level.

5.6. Robustness Check
5.6.1. Main Effect Robustness Test

The stepwise regression method was used to analyze the impact of the integration of
TI on carbon emission efficiency in Hunan Province, which has guaranteed the reliability
of the results to a certain extent. In order to further ensure the robustness of the empirical
results, this paper uses the following two methods to continue the regression analysis of the
data: (1) Variable replacement method. Because the final expected output of energy input
is an economic benefit, this paper will use the unit carbon emission benefit (GDP divided
by carbon emissions) to measure the carbon emission efficiency of the explained variable,
run the fixed effect model (FE) test again, and compare the results to prevent the return
result from being accidental. The results show that the impact of integrating TI on carbon
emission efficiency is positive at the significance level of 1%. (2) Multi-model regression.
In general, due to the inertia of the economic system and the environmental system or
various reasons, the carbon emission efficiency of the previous year may impact the current
year’s carbon emission efficiency. Therefore, this paper incorporates the lag of the carbon
emission efficiency into the model and uses the differential GMM to regress the data, which
can also eliminate the endogenous impact of variables to a certain extent. The results in
Table 8 show that AR(2) > 0.05, there is no second-order autocorrelation. In addition, the
Sargan test result is 0.103, which indicates that the instrumental variables are valid. The
impact of integrating TI on carbon emission efficiency is positive at the significance level of
5%, and the previous conclusion is still valid.

5.6.2. Robustness Test of the Intermediary Effect

In order to avoid the randomness of the test results of the intermediary effect, this
paper replaces the measurement index of the intermediary variable with the sales revenue
of new products in cities at all levels in Hunan Province to test whether the empirical
results of the intermediary effect are robust. The results are shown in Table 9. Integrating TI
and technological innovation significantly impacts technological innovation. In the process
of the impact of the integration of TI on carbon emission efficiency, part of the intermediary
role of technological innovation has passed the test at the level of 5% significance. The above
test results are still valid, indicating that the conclusions of this study are not accidental
and relatively stable.
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Table 8. Results of direct effect robustness test.

Variable Name
FE Differential GMM

lnCRS lnCRS

L.CRS 0.172 **
(0.088)

lnconver 0.770 ***
(0.103)

0.304 **
(0.122)

lnpat 0.262 ***
(0.082)

0.460 ***
(0.165)

lnGDP −1.054 ***
(0.337)

0.623 *
(0.370)

lnurb −0.003
(0.041)

−0.008
(0.044)

lnFDI −0.234 ***
(0.042)

0.022
(0.045)

lnopen −0.052
(0.046)

−0.154 ***
(0.056)

lngov 0.215 ***
(0.069)

0.054
(0.069)

con 9.288 ***
R1 0.00232
r2 0.762 0.251

Adjusted R-squared 0.7434
AR(1) 0.007
AR(2) 0.493

Sargan test 0.103
Note: *, ** and *** in the upper right corner of the value represent 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 Significant at the signifi-
cance level.

Table 9. Robustness test results of the intermediary effect.

Variable Name
Model 11 Model 12 Model 13

lnCRS lnsales lnCRS

lnconver 0.473 ***
(0.113)

0.062 ***
(0.022)

0.354 ***
(0.110)

lnGDP −0.112
(0.369)

0.118 *
(0.070)

−0.336
(0.350)

lnurb −0.029
(0.045)

0.006
(0.009)

−0.040
(0.043)

lnFDI −0.039
(0.044)

0.022 **
(0.008)

−0.081 *
(0.043)

lnopen −0.019
(0.051)

0.021 **
(0.010)

−0.058
(0.048)

lngov 0.239 ***
(0.076)

0.024
(0.024)

0.193 ***
(0.072)

lnpat 1.905 **
(0.466)

con 1.968
(3.819)

1.372 *
(0.728)

−0.647
(3.631)

N 130 130 130
r2 0.217 0.392 0.320

Note: *, ** and *** in the upper right corner of the value represent 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 Significant at the signifi-
cance level.

6. Discussion

In this paper, we present four research hypotheses that have been confirmed. This
paper calculates the TI integration level and carbon emission efficiency of 13 prefecture-
level cities in Hunan Province. We use the coupling coordination and super-efficiency SBM
models based on a theoretical analysis of TI integration and carbon emission efficiency. It
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develops the benchmark regression and intermediary effect models to empirically investi-
gate the relationship between TI integration, technological innovation, and carbon emission
efficiency. The study’s findings indicate a significant positive correlation between the
level of integration of TI and carbon emission efficiency in Hunan Province, implying that
improving the level of integration of TI can promote improving carbon emission efficiency.
Because technological innovation acts as a partial intermediary between TI integration and
carbon emission efficiency, TI integration can further improve carbon emission efficiency by
stimulating technological innovation. According to the regional heterogeneity analysis, the
intermediary effect of Chang–Zhu–Tan, southern Hunan, and western Hunan is significant,
whereas Dongting Lake is not. The research results support the conclusions of the existing
literature to a large extent and provide a new perspective for studying carbon emission
efficiency. This research has the following theoretical and practical significance.

6.1. Theoretical Implications

This study has enriched theoretical research on carbon emission efficiency. Carbon
emission efficiency has emerged as an essential research topic. Many academics have dis-
cussed the factors influencing carbon emission efficiency from various perspectives. Wang
et al. [43], for example, found that foreign direct investment decreases carbon emissions
while boosting carbon emission efficiency. He et al. observed that the carbon trading
regime has a considerable influence on carbon emission reduction and efficiency in the pilot
region [44]. Li et al. investigated the influence of merging the TI on carbon emission effi-
ciency from a heterogeneous approach [45], hence widening people’s awareness of carbon
emission efficiency across China. In view of regional variability, this study examined the
situation of carbon emission efficiency in Hunan Province. One such example significantly
broadens deeper perspectives of carbon emission efficiency and serves as a useful reference
for future study.

Second, this work broadened the theoretical scope of carbon efficiency studies. This
paper included technical innovation into the theoretical model to examine changes in carbon
emission efficiency, resulting in a novel approach to improve carbon emission efficiency.
The addition of technological innovation has a significant impact on the relationship
between TI integration and carbon emission efficiency, and technological innovation plays
a partial mediating role in the process of TI integration affecting carbon emission efficiency.
Incentivizing technical innovation has, therefore, become a key method for improving
carbon efficiency, as well as providing fresh insights into this issue.

Third, this study has supplied theoretical guidance for conventional manufacturing
businesses’ decision-making. The integration of TI is still in the early stages, and it is
unclear what aspects businesses should consider while executing the plan to reduce carbon
emissions. As a result, the emission reduction and efficiency enhancement effect of the TI
integration is poor. Exploring the relationship between the integration of the TI and carbon
emission efficiency through the mediating effect of technological innovation is conducive
to creating a good business environment, promoting high-quality integrated development
of manufacturing and producer services, and providing an important reference for manu-
facturing enterprises in various regions of Hunan Province to reduce energy consumption,
promote energy conservation, and emission efficiency.

6.2. Practical Implications

It was first creating a favorable environment for integrating the TI. On the one hand,
the government should increase policy support for the productive service industry, guide
benign enterprise competition, create an excellent industrial environment, and lay the
groundwork for achieving high-end production to maximize the sustainable energy and
emissions effect of TI integration. On the other hand, the integrated development of the TI
should be guided by industrial structure, constant technological innovation, and further
optimization of the traditional manufacturing industry’s production process. Promoting
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the coordinated development of industry and ecology by utilising modern energy-saving
and emission-reduction technology is possible.

Second, vigorously implement the strategy based on innovation. Implementing
innovation-driven carbon emission reductions can enable governments to continue de-
veloping relevant policies and measures to stimulate the green innovation enthusiasm of
manufacturing and producer services enterprises. Also, focusing on cultivating and sup-
porting technology-based, green, and growth-oriented enterprises should be considered.
At the same time, enterprises should actively implement green development, increasing
investment in technology innovation, such as capital.

Third, we must systematically optimize the structure of the energy industry. Devel-
oping new energy, promoting industrial energy structure upgrading, and establishing a
renewable energy technology development and industrial development system based on
independent innovation is critical in constructing and developing structural consistency
within an industry.

Additionally, by guiding enterprises to strengthen new energy technology research,
we can cultivate excellent green technology innovation talents, encourage enterprises to
grasp the core technology of new energy exploitation actively, and renewable research
energy and multi-energy intel.

7. Conclusions

With China’s industrial structure’s rapid transformation and upgrading, the link
between manufacturing and producer services has become increasingly important. As we
can see, integrating the TI has gradually become a significant engine driving the low-carbon
economy. Technological innovation, as a mix of the two development principles of green
development and innovation drive, plays an essential role in increasing the efficiency of
carbon emissions and supporting green transformation and upgrading of industries. To
investigate how the integration of TI and technological innovation affects carbon emission
efficiency, this paper employs a benchmark regression model to investigate the impact of TI
integration on carbon emission efficiency. The theoretical model incorporates technological
innovation. The results show that TI integration is a critical variable that directly improves
carbon emission efficiency and that TI integration positively correlates with technological
innovation. As we all know, technological innovation serves as a bridge between the
integration of TI and reducing carbon emissions. The research findings also show that
the development of technological innovation in Western Hunan, Southern Hunan, and
Chang–Zhu–Tan areas favor the positive promotion of the impact of TI integration on
carbon emission efficiency. However, there is no discernible impact on the Dongting
Lake area. Based on these findings, the author proposes that Hunan Province deepen the
integration of manufacturing and productive service industries and improve the efficiency
of technological innovation in the western, southern, and Chang–Zhu–Tan regions. These
areas are recommended because they have the potential to increase the efficiency of Hunan
Province’s carbon emissions and, as a result, achieve the goal of high economic quality.

This study has some limitations. First, there is no in-depth analysis of promoting
high-quality economic development by integrating “TI”. This study focuses on the impact
of integrating manufacturing and producer services on carbon emission efficiency. It does
not consider the impact of a single industry on carbon emission efficiency, such as the
impact of manufacturing on carbon emission efficiency. Future research should consider
the impact of manufacturing or producer services on carbon emission efficiency. Secondly,
the research is only based on the data at the municipal level of Hunan Province, without
analyzing the relationship between the integration of manufacturing and producer services
at other provincial levels and carbon emission efficiency. Some results may be affected by
local factors in Hunan Province.

Further research can take more provinces as research objects to enhance the applicabil-
ity of the research on a broader range. Third, due to the availability and stability of data,
the indicators of manufacturing and producer services are not comprehensive. A more
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scientific and practical TI integration measurement indicator system can be built in the
future, and the above issues can be discussed in depth.
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